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ACCUBLAST 
Quick start guide 2019-06-12 

INSTALLATION 

1. Locate inputs unit in desired location (back of machine, inside electrical cabinet, etc.) 

2. Connect +24v and GND to inputs board. ENSURE CORRECT POLARITY. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. SYIL X7 with ATC only: Connect CW, CCW, and  AUX1 of inputs board to TS-CW, TS-CCW and stcount pins respectively 

in electrical cabinet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Locate display unit in desired location. 

5. Install Ethernet cable between display and inputs unit. 

6. Locate servo unit on Machine tool. Move turret through full range of motion to ensure turret has clearance. The turret 

will move during initial start-up and if contact is made it can eject itself from the machine tool, damaging the servo 

unit. 

7. Plumb coolant. The nozzle unit has a 3/8” female NPT port. Install turret jets and union using thread sealant. 

WARNING 

DO  NOT CONNECT THE ETHERNET CABLE TO A COMPUTER OR ROUTER– 24v PRESENT 

ENSURE TURRET HAS CLEARANCE– MOVE THROUGH RANGE OF MOTION PRIOR TO POWER ON 

NO HIGH PRESSURE COOLANT– Contact us if you intend to supply more than 30PSI 

Do not rotate rear case connector as damage to wiring may occur!  
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INSTALLATION CONT’ 

8. Route the servo cable from the servo unit to the inputs board. You will notice the connector rotates with little force in the 

servo unit. Please try and limit the amount of rotation of the connector. The proper orientation is for the right-angle of the ca-

ble to exit straight down, acting like a drip leg. 

 

 

 

 

 

INITIAL STARTUP/ OPERATION 

When the unit starts for the first time it will be on tool 1 and move the turret to 0 degrees. You can use the knob to rotate the 

turret. The unit will remember the last position you move the nozzle to and save it in the active tool memory (tool 1 in this 

case).  

Depress the knob to advance through the menu. The active selection will be highlighted with a green box. Highlight the current 

tool number. Rotate the knob to switch tool numbers. Note that when you cycle between tool 1 and tool 2 (and back again) the 

nozzle switches from the last position you set it to, and 0 degrees for tool 2.  

Twitch can be set to: 0– Off, 1– Small sweep distance, 2– Medium sweep distance and 3– Large sweep distance. 

AUX outputs will enable the +24v 0.5A outputs on the input units (Not yet implemented). 

N1 DIR/ N2 Dir will reverse of the nozzle relative to the rotation of the knob (Not yet implemented). 

NUM NOZ will switch between single and dual nozzle configuration if you purchased a kit with 2 servo nozzle units. 

NUM TLS will set how many tools the Accublast will keep track of. Default is 12, but can be set to a maximum of 50. 

VERSION will switch between BAS and PRO. All kits delivered at this time are PRO. 

 

AUTO MODE(S) 

X7 with 808D: If the CW/ CCW and AUX1 pins are connected to the machine tool (X7) it will detect tool changes automatically. 

Set NUM TLS to 12 (the number of tools in the ATC). Set the Accublast current tool number to match the current tool the ma-

chine tool is set to in order to synchronize them. 

PULSE IN: The unit will count the number of pulses within a particular timeframe (1 second for example). The number of pulses 

it counts from the first pulse, until it times out, will be the tool number). (Not yet implemented 2019-06-12) 

RS232: If you connect the RS232 in pin on the inputs board you can send the Accublast tool information over that protocol. This 

can be from an RS232 control output or from a USB to RS232 converter (and messages sent from a terminal program like Real-

term. It expects the following format: 

TXX  

T– Tool info flag  X– Tool number 10’s column (MUST SEND 0 if the tool number is < 10)  X– Tool number 1’s column 

Example “T12” for tool 12, or “T01” for tool 1. Note that it must ALWAYS be 3 characters. 
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AUTO MODES CONT’ 

WX 

W– Twitch info flag  X– Twitch setting (0– Off, 1,2,3) 

Example “W0” for twitch off, or “W3” for maximum twitch setting. (Not yet implemented 2019-06-12) 

Note that if a new twitch value is not sent with the tool number the previous twitch value will remain in effect.  

 

FIRMWARE UPDATING 

We have gone to great lengths to make this as simple as possible to field update in order for you to take advantage to improve-

ments or fixes.  

1. Remove 24v power from the unit. 

2. Plug in micro USB cable into unit (display or inputs). (remove the unit and move to the bench if required). 

3. Press and hold the ISP button (ISP on inputs board, A on display board) while you press and release RST. This means that 

the ISP (or A) button needs to be the first pressed, and last released.  

4. The board should show up in your file explorer window as an external drive “CRP DISABLED”.  

5. Download the latest firmware from our website. Www.betztechnik.ca 

6. Open the CRP DISABLED drive. Highlight the “firmware.bin” file and press delete.  

7. Copy the downloaded firmware file, and paste it into the same window you deleted the previous firmware file from. Note 

the display board and inputs board use different firmware files so ensure you select the appropriate one.  

8. Press RST on the board. The firmware  update is complete. 

 “CLOCKING” the turret 

It may become necessary for you to change the turret orientation, to better suit your machine application. This involves chang-

ing the relationship of the belt/ servo/ shaft. 

1. Remove the 3 M3 screws securing the turret.  

2. Remove the 2 countersunk M3 screws securing the magnet. (if installed) 

3. Remove the 4 M4 screws that secure the case halves together. Slide case halves apart. 
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4. Rotate the shaft through its range of motion. There are three marks on the 

pulley, the outer marks will point to the shaft when they are at the rotational stops in 

the servo. Then one mark between them indicates neutral. Rotate the shaft until the 

neutral mark is pointing to the shaft as seen to the left. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Loosen the TWO M3 set screws on the 50 tooth shaft 

pulley. The shaft will now rotate independently from the ser-

vo. Rotate the shaft until you have found your desired NEU-

TRAL point for the turret. Then tighten the TWO M3 set screws 

to lock the shaft to the servo. For testing you can reinstall the 

turret and move through its travel to verify the changes you 

have made before reassembling the unit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Ensure proper component stack-up. Circlip > 2x red washers > Bronze thrust wash-

er > bearing. If the bearing is loose in the cover you can place it on top of the thrust wash-

er prior to assembly as seen in the picture to the left.  

6. Ensure case o-ring is seated and reinstall case top with 4 M4 screws and sealing 

washers. 

7. Install magnet with 2 M3 countersunk screws. 

8. Install turret with 3 M3 screws. 

 

EMAIL BETZTECHNIK@GMAIL.COM FOR SUPPORT 


